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Crazy Ball Adventures: Treasure is a 3D gravity balance ball game. You will experience a combination of puzzle and game entertainment. This DLC features a different gameplay to the Crazy Ball series. The player's goal is to collect stars in a short period of time.
There is a minimum number of stars required to be collected in order to pass each level. There are 20 levels all featuring different themes with different obstacles and ways to overcome them. Gameplay can be: - Campaign mode: All levels are unlocked - Free mode:
User can select a level and attempt to complete it. - Tournaments: User can join a tournament and compete to beat another user's scores or time. Different gameplay styles can be unlocked using coins or play credits. Puzzle content is enhanced by balancing physics,
wide range of levels, user friendly mode, and graphical treats! Crazy Ball Adventures: Treasure is recommended to the players of Crazy Ball series. Crazy Ball Adventures: Treasure contains no in-app purchases. It is only for game account users and not for user who
purchased Crazy Ball Adventures: Treasure Bundle directly from Google Play Store. No additional purchases are needed. What's new in version 1.0.0 - New dynamic day and night weather - 20 new challenging levels Enjoy your Crazy Ball Adventure! In a time where
the zombies are back and the world is on the brink of collapse, a girl named Kaori rises from the dead in order to hunt them down. Features – Start the game in the opening cutscene. – You can play as Kaori with three different weapons to dispatch zombies. – You can
switch between Kaori’s weapons freely. – This game features 7 different missions. – Stunning 3D graphics are provided to ensure that you are immersed in the epic thriller world of Kaori. Note: You may need to adjust brightness depending on the device you’re using.
Fate/EXTELLA: The Umbral Star Avenger of the Starry Skies Unlock all the available weapons as you play through the story using Science and Magic. An intense RPG shooter with story and character progression from the acclaimed Fate/Extra game franchise. Features
• Fights with a wide range of firearms, magic, and more! • Combatants will come into contact with dozens of unique enemies that have different defense patterns, attack patterns,

Features Key:
World is random and you’ll have different experiences every time you play.
Each planet will have a different layout and all categories will be unique.
Don’t have a good view of the galactic map? Use the Resolution Modifier to gain a better view!
Use your Theme Modifier to choose the best colours in-game.
The most active player in Radio General
Radio General
(description)

Radio War
Feel the sound of the thunderous voice of an unconquered planet and everything that comes with it

Radio War Game Key features:
Randomly generated situation on all planets.
Two campaigns
26 stages: each one with a special boss encounter
Radio War
(description)

Dr. Crackpot
Dr. Crackpot is called the best game ever created.
Dr. Crackpot
Dr. Crackpot Game Key features:

Dr. Crackpot
Random and neat solar system generation
Patch System
The best weapons in the galaxy
Dr. Crackpot has his own special laser gun
He will balance his laser against lasers of all players
Equipment
Dr. Crackpot
The best equipment in the galaxy.
Dr. Crackpot
The Epic ability that consumes up to 7 energy units from any weapon. This does not count against your Energy Gauge even though it burns your Energy Gauge.
Dr. Crackpot
Hacked Spaceships. How you ask?
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